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Out of the Studio 

Hudson Valley Artists 2003 
 

 

Each summer, the Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art at SUNY New Paltz mounts an 

exhibition of work by emerging or mid-career Hudson Valley artists. This year, several 

prominent and established artists in the New Paltz area were asked to recommend an 

artist who lives and works in the region. There is a wealth and diversity of artistic 

activity in the mid Hudson Valley that makes such a project possible. The exhibition 

was conceptualized to give each exhibiting artist the space to convey new 

developments in their studios. A diverse group of six local artists of international 

reputation were, therefore, approached to recommend for exhibition a body of work 

that they knew and admired. 

 

The painter Jake Berthot from Accord, the photographer Lynn Davis from Hudson, 

the painter Al Held from Boiceville, the painter Al Loving from Kerhonkson, the 

sculptor and installation artist Judy Pfaff from Kingston, and the sculptor Martin 

Puryear from Accord generously agreed to take time from their own pursuits to help 

with this project. All those asked took great care (and experienced some angst) in 

choosing an individual to recommend for the show. In addition to providing 

deserving local artists an opportunity to exhibit their art, the nominating artists have 

given the community as a whole the great pleasure of viewing works of extraordinary 

merit and great interest. 

 

For this look at contemporary art from the Hudson Valley, the painter Gene Benson 

of New Paltz was nominated by Al Held, the collage artist Ralph Fleming of 

Kerhonkson was selected by Al Loving, the photographer Chad Kleitsch of 

Rhinebeck was chosen by Lynn Davis, the painter Ruth Leonard of Cairo was 

nominated by Jake Berthot, the sculptor and painter Jonah Meyer of Kingston was 

selected by Martin Puryear, and the photographer Laura Gail Tyler of Tivoli was 

chosen by Judy Pfaff. The work of these accomplished artists is a tribute to the range 

of creative endeavor that takes place within studios across the mid Hudson Valley 

region. 

 

Dr. Karl Emil Willers 

Curator, Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art 

State University of New York at New Paltz 
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Gene Benson 
Painter from New Paltz. 

Selected by Al Held of Boiceville. 

 

 

Ranging in size from a few inches to a few feet across, Benson's canvases are relatively 

compact. Though Benson's paintings are small, they overflow with finely rendered 

detail. Working on a tabletop in the comer of a small basement studio, Benson creates 

his paintings much as a jeweler would polish precious stones or craft delicate settings. 

The analogy is fitting, for the artist's landscape-inspired images have a distinct 

jewel-like quality. 

 

Benson's most recent paintings reveal his devotion to Catskill Mountain scenery and 

Hudson Valley vistas. Considering their meticulous execution, it is surprising that 

Benson works directly on the canvas without making preliminary studies or 

preparatory drawings. Laying down his general composition with daubs of color, the 

artist reworks every inch of a picture's surface (and often its edges), slowly and 

conscientiously transforming trees and hills, rivers and lakes, mountains and valleys, 

into either crystalline or rounded forms. Every object in a Benson landscape is 

painstakingly shaded from lighter to darker tones to give it a softly rounded effect or 

an evenly smoothed quality. As each individual form is modeled, its color is refined, 

becoming highly saturated, more luminous, and increasingly luxuriant. This exacting 

and deliberate process results in each and every element in the picture taking on the 

luster and depth of a gemstone. The individual geometric shapes in Benson's canvases 

range from cubist forms reminiscent of layered shards of stained glass to biomorphic 

forms akin to tangled stands of natural pearls. 

 

Benson's sources and influences are clearly in evidence—he is a true admirer of the 

early twentieth-century American painters of the Stieglitz circle. Of particular 

importance to the development of the artist's aesthetic are the painters Marsden 

Hartley, Arthur Dove, and Georgia O'Keeffe. Benson's regard for the works of these 

celebrated modernists can be traced on several levels. His emulation extends to literal 

copies of Marsden Hartley's portrayals of the American southwest. Though adopting 

Hartley's centered compositions of eroded hills rising from the desert plains of New 

Mexico, Benson reworks this iconic landscape and makes it his own. Hartley's 

slashing brushstrokes and gestural flourishes are replaced by Benson's more careful 

delineations. In one sense, this direct reinterpretation of an early twentieth-century 

composition emerges as an almost embarrassingly selfless act. The artist renounces 

his own creative powers in deference to proclaiming the influence and priority of 
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another. In this scenario, the artist embraces the role of apprentice rather than master, 

of student rather than teacher, of copyist rather than creator. However, the process of 

re-rendering another artist's work is also a bold act of hubris. It clearly stakes a claim 

to equaling or even surpassing the other's accomplishments. In this sense viewers are 

encouraged, even forced, to make a comparison between the original and the 

reinterpretation, to judge whether a further aesthetic contribution has been made or a 

new stylistic force achieved. Though admittedly derivative, Benson's work proclaims a 

maturity that not only emulates, but also rivals its precedent. 

 

In a series of marinescapes in which curvilinear waves of blue are interspersed with 

tapered spikes of white, Benson looks more to Arthur Dove's severely abstracted 

early watercolors. The passages of white in Benson's paintings are particularly 

simplified and made abstract through geometry. It becomes difficult to determine 

whether they indicate the frothy whitecaps of peaking waves, the glistening 

outcroppings of iceflows in churning waters, or the heavy fog that hovers just above 

the flooded surface. Benson's careful modeling and gradual shading of each and every 

pictorial element is characteristic of Georgia O'Keeffe's trademark style. The concrete 

and solidified character of the clouds that float in Benson's skies—like dirigible 

drifting overhead—is reminiscent of the skyscapes that are among the last canvases 

painted by O'Keeffe. Equally derivative of O'Keeffe is the tactile surface quality of 

Benson's representations. Though reduced to simple geometric forms, Benson's 

landscape elements appear as if they are slightly soft and pliable, rather than hard or 

rigid. This effect results partially from the dull, dry finish of Benson's painted surface. 

This non-reflective, unvarnished quality is also characteristic of O'Keeffe's mature 

work. 

 

The absence of gloss medium within the pigments that would add shine to the canvas 

actually increases the intensity of the color. Light is absorbed rather than reflected. 

Glare is reduced in favor of an overall intense saturation of hue. This effect is one 

reason why canvases by O'Keeffe are exceedingly reproducible—their color does not 

bleed away in the light needed to photograph the work. To a great extent, this 

photogenic quality can be said to anchor O'Keeffe (and by analogy Benson) within a 

modernist tradition despite the representational, even illustrative, character of the 

imagery. Because it reproduces so well, O'Keeffe's work enjoys a wide circulation and 

actually enters (rather than merely pictures) media culture. As the woman who 

launched a thousand art posters, O'Keeffe is pop culture. The wide dissemination and 

easy recognition of O'Keeffe's imagery is due to many factors, but the "camera ready" 

quality of her work has significantly contributed to the artist's celebrity status. The 

luminaries of the Stieglitz circle have not always been Benson's primary models. The 

Post-Impressionist brushstroke and color of Van Gogh are more in evidence in 
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Benson's earlier works. However, it was only with artist's more recent severe 

stylization of form, that he appears to have hit upon a formula that allows a 

comfortable balance between reference and innovation. Benson questions whether 

there is a place for his kind of landscape painting in the contemporary art world. 

However appropriate, the inquiry admits to his occupying a place outside a critically 

based or theoretically oriented art scene. Benson admires and champions an 

American avant garde self-consciously associated with the European modernist 

movements that arose during the first decades of the twentieth century. However, the 

carefully delineated forms of Benson's painting also bear formal similarities to the 

anti-modernist art of Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood, advocates of the 

Regionalist school that developed in America during the 1930s and flourished 

throughout the 1940s. Though Benson avoids the patriotic trappings of Benton's wall 

murals or Wood's easel paintings, his riff on the Stieglitz circle modernists makes 

many of the same formal moves found in the work of these two Regionalists (artists 

with a more conservative—some would say regressive or even parochial— 

socio-political agenda). Benson's meticulous modeling of three-dimensional form 

through gradations of light and shade pursues the same formal directions taken by the 

Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood. Admittedly the first generation of 

twentieth-century American modernists promoted by Steiglitz planted the seeds for 

the emergence of the second. The members of the Steiglitz circle were drawn to New 

Mexico and Maine (the most southwestern and northeastern reaches of the nation) in 

an effort to locate and document a uniquely American identity that was distinctly 

separate from the country's metropolitan centers and divorced from all cosmopolitan 

influences. It was this strain within American modernism that the Regionalists would 

also embrace, though concentrating on the heartland rather than the hinterland of the 

American landscape. 

 

Benson's art could be considered an attempt to merge these two antithetical traditions 

in American painting. However, a balance between a utopian modernism and a 

nationalistic vision is difficult to establish, much less sustain. Today, reveling in the 

regional—the local, the parochial, the provincial, the rural, the agrarian, the bucolic, 

the pastoral, the rustic, the countrified, the homespun, the backwoods—has 

re-emerged as a valid strategy for asserting difference over uniformity, of promoting 

diversity over standardization, of encouraging multiplicity over hegemony. This 

brings us back to Gene Benson's central query into the relevance of the largely 

traditional practice of landscape painting within an art world that, rightly or wrongly, 

places high value or the unconventional. One response is that the relevance of work 

such as Benson's lies in its ability to identify itself with the particulars of its time and 

place. That is to say, it gains meaning and relevance in its relation to specific historical 

events, unique social practices, and particular political circumstances. Though only a 
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recent resident of the Hudson Valley, I have been struck by the number of small white 

signs with red lettering that boldly spell out the words "Save the Ridge." Planted along 

the roadside, in front lawns, at the end of driveways, these signs are a symbol of active 

protest against the incursions of encroaching commercial development in a region 

that still enjoys rustic scenery. Opponents claim that the proposed housing 

development, covering 2,600 acres of the Shawangunk Mountain Ridge, will be visible 

throughout the extensive river valley below and forever destroy the rural appearance 

of the landscape. To quote from the literature for this grassroots environmental 

campaign: "Because the northern Shawangunk Ridge remains unfragmented, [it] 

supports a diversity of rare plants and animals. Its view-shed stretches for hundreds of 

square miles. Exploitation of its fragile terrain would destroy a precious natural 

resource." 

 

There is little doubt that every landscape painting is tightly bound to the landscape it 

portrays. The degree to which Benson's painting inspires the preservation of natural 

environments from the incursions of man or motivates the protection of rural regions 

from the most egregious forms of commercial development is one measure of its 

success. Less optimistically, Benson's painting and works like it may ultimately 

memorialize the rustic scenery it depicts and serve only as a reminder of a tranquility 

that has been lost. In this particular time and place, there can be little doubt that the 

relevance of such painting resonates with the desire to "Save the Ridge." 

 

— K.E.W. 
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Ralph Fleming 
Collage artist from Kerhonkson. 

Selected by Al Loving of Kerhonkson. 

 

 

Ralph Fleming continues the time-honored tradition of creating collages from the 

trash and debris cast-off by society. This is almost a moral parameter for his work. 

Fleming gathers and collects strips of weathered paper from advertising billboards. 

He claims that rural signs alongside county highways and in the midst of fields 

provide the best places to obtain materials for his collages. Apparently, billboards in 

the country are changed less frequently than those in metropolitan areas—and, since 

they must last longer, the paper used on the rural signs is thicker and of better quality. 

Fleming claims that the advertising posters plastered around New York City are of no 

use to him. The paper is so thin and flimsy that it dissolves before it can be harvested 

for incorporation into his paper constructions. 

 

The surfaces of Fleming's work are not pristine—far from it. The papers are 

sometimes weathered or creased or soiled—all qualities that Fleming eagerly 

incorporates into his creations. It is important to the artist that the materials be seen 

for what they are—materials rescued just prior to their deterioration from exposure to 

the elements. There are also surface impurities—the bumps that occur as the bits of 

wrinkled paper are layered one atop another, and the bulges that appear from the 

buildup of vinyl wallpaper adhesive used as a binder. There is nothing slap-dash about 

Fleming's process. Nevertheless, here are no edges sticking up or bits of paper lifting 

off the surface, but the hand-made character of his work remains obvious and is 

prized. To create his collages, Fleming carefully tears and pastes his pilfered bits of 

sign paper. He prefers ripping the material, but will also, on occasion, cut it with 

scissors or a knife. He insists that there is a certain way that one can tear the paper so 

that the edges will virtually disappear when pasted down—a seamless effect cannot be 

achieved if the paper is cut. Close examination of Fleming's collage work reveals 

exactly what he means—he has mastered the ability to tear the coated sign paper so as 

to remove much of the material beneath the printed surface. When glued down, these 

onion skin edges become almost undetectable; the thinned paper becomes 

translucent, mimicking the effects of oil glazes laid down layer upon layer, a technique 

used since the Renaissance to model three dimensional forms in light and shade and 

to convey the atmospheric effects of viewing objects at great distances. 

 

Analogies to painting techniques when discussing Fleming's collage is not 

inappropriate, for the artist refers to the morsels of colored advertising signage as his 
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paints. Frustrated by the costs of oil pigments and linen canvas, Fleming noticed the 

vivid coloration of the billboards he encountered everywhere he turned. He realized 

that these large ad images could provide him with an infinite supply of free color. 

Hawking all the commodities available in the contemporary marketplace, billboards 

have a strong and honorable modernist pedigree. Édouard Manet and the 

Impressionists were captivated by the eye-catching design and daring color of the 

latest advertisements plastered on kiosks that appeared on the newly constructed 

Parisian boulevards. Since the latter half of the nineteenth century, the advertising 

poster has inspired and influenced generations of modernist artists. Toward the latter 

half of the twentieth century, American pop artists such as James Rosenquist learned 

their craft as sign and billboard painters and then emulated the bold, bright 

commercial imagery in mural-sized paintings on canvas. Even closer antecedents of 

Fleming's work can be found in the post-war school of European artists known as the 

Affichists (coined from the word affiche, the French term for "poster"). Including 

François Dufrêne, Raymond Hains, Jacques de la Villeglé, and Mimmo Rotella, 

among others, the Affichists also created their art from the tattered remains of street 

advertisements. Though following in the wake of these explorations of popular 

culture and mass-produced imagery, Fleming rightfully boasts that his art is always 

"new and improved." Literally made out of the latest ad campaigns to hit the streets 

and the best commercial design that corporate money can buy in the never-ending 

always-moving spectacle of capitalist marketing, Fleming's collage works are, by 

default, always contemporary. 

 

Fleming can sometimes identify the source for a specific color, a precise pattern or a 

particular design. An overall blue and purple area found in one work, for example, 

probably came from Coca-Cola's advertisement featuring animated polar bears (a very 

expensive international promotion that involved quality reproductions on good 

paper); information that only a connoisseur of billboard advertisements (such as 

Fleming or a savvy ad exec) would know. Most of the remnants of paper that Fleming 

uses in his collages provide little hint of their origin. What does undeniably reveal the 

source of Fleming's sign papers is the vast array of magnified pixilated patterning that 

is printed on each and every fragment. The variety of pixilated schemas is 

fascinating—and pays homage to a long tradition of inexpensive commercial printing 

techniques. The simple Ben Day dot pattern was developed by the American 

illustrator Benjamin Day to denote halftones, color, and shading. Enlarged and 

painted on canvas, this signature characteristic of crudely printed romance illustration 

and adventure comics became a hallmark of Roy Lichtenstein's art in the early 1960s. 

In contrast, the pixilated designs visible in Fleming's art are, of course, computer 

generated. Though they function very much like the Ben Day dots of an outmoded 

mechanical means of reproduction, today's high tech pixilation is infinitely more 
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varied and complex—in every way the next generation Ben Day dot. Fleming's 

billboard samples reveal a wide-range of colored specs overlaid and arranged to form 

multiple patterns, all coming together to form an assortment of abstract shapes and 

minute designs. When posted high on the sides of towering buildings or viewed from 

the distance of a speeding car, these details meld into the large advertising imagery 

that inundates contemporary life. Removed from their original context and available 

for study at close range, the computer-generated pixilation is mesmerizing in its 

intricacy and fascinating in its variation. 

 

The pixilation so evident in Fleming's work links his early twenty-first-century 

collages to the early modernist school of painting known as Pointillism that emerged 

in France during the early 1880s. The many individual daubs of color that artists such 

as Georges Seurat, Paul Signac, or Henri-Edmond Cross used to build their 

Post-Impressionist compositions provide a distant ancestor to Fleming's meticulously 

crafted works. The Pointillists placed small dots of pure pigment side by side or the 

canvas surface so as not to dilute the saturation or diminish the power of each unique 

color. These nineteenth-century painters knew that, when viewed from a reasonable 

distance, the eye would blend the individuated flecks of color. In many ways, the 

Pointillists approached painting as a science of color theory and an experiment in 

visual perception. The intricate calculations that today produce pixilated visual 

imagery on a mega scale and for mass distribution employ many of the same optical 

principles investigated by these early modernists. Fleming's art thus skillfully exposes 

the underlying processes inherent in twenty-first century image production. These 

modest collages allow viewers to contemplate the heritage of contemporary image 

technology that, though seen everywhere, is rarely given a second thought. 

 

Some of Fleming's collages form recognizably representational scenes—landscapes 

or figures composed from fragments that were once part of very different pictures. 

For the most part, however, abstract compositions emerge from the artist's process of 

tearing and pasting. This marks Fleming's fundamental difference from the Affichists, 

who for the most part earnestly sought to maintain the recognizable figurative 

elements of popular culture through a pastiche of images culled from contemporary 

posters. In Fleming's work, billboard lettering is frequently torn apart and 

re-assembled to form some new calligraphic language. In its formal resemblance to 

Egyptian hieroglyphics or Sumerian cuneiform, these designs invite the viewer to 

decipher or translate their mysterious texts. In other works, the abstractions convey 

the tumultuous violence of a fiery explosion or the deep space of a sci-fi galaxy. 

Fleming either refuses to name his compositions or is careful to give them titles that 

are ambiguous and open-ended in their references. He insists that viewers must be 

allowed the freedom and enjoyment of their own allusions and associations. Giving 
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the works prescriptive names, Fleming insists, would place limitations and constraints 

on his audience—something that he refuses to do. For Fleming, the value and 

meaning of the work of art lies not only in his creation and presentation, but also in 

the audience's reception and interpretation. 

 

— K.E.W. 
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Chad Kleitsch 
Photographer from Rhinebeck. 

Selected by Lynn Davis of Hudson. 

 

 

Chad Kleitsch records the things that happen behind the scenes in museums—the 

random messes made during the course of installing an exhibition. He is a 

photographer fascinated by the imperfections and impurities of art gallery 

architecture—exit signs, surveillance systems, thermostat controls, track lighting, 

floor surfaces, temporary walls, and the white box itself. The oddities and 

eccentricities that appear between exhibitions are his subjects—the vacuums and 

cleaning supplies temporarily abandoned, the artworks in various stages of being 

wrapped or uncrated, the remains of wall signage and labeling devices, the video 

monitors with unhidden cables, the moving blankets and packing materials randomly 

scattered about, the garbage bags filled with foam padding and folded cardboard, the 

dollies and trolleys and ladders in disarray, the not-yet-installed works of art. 

 

The museum or gallery space is not an unusual subject for contemporary 

photography. The German photographer Tomas Struth records in giant formats the 

audiences that mill about the great exhibition spaces of the world, leaving viewers to 

self-consciously reflect on their own position in relation to the works of art and the 

institutions that house them. The American artist Louise Lawler photographs 

modernist masterworks installed in the private residences of major art collectors, 

emphasizing the status of art as one more commodity amidst the TV sets and sound 

systems, designer furniture and personal possessions of the private home. Like these 

artists, Kleitsch forces recognition of the artificiality of most public gallery spaces. 

However, Kleitsch specializes in documenting incidents that bear a striking 

resemblance to the informal compositions cultivated by many contemporary artists. 

Such explorations date back to the Cubist, Dadaist and Surrealist traditions of 

presenting found objects as works of art that culminated in Marcel Duchamp's 

production of "ready-mades" or unaltered everyday objects of aesthetic value (or not, 

depending on one's reading of Duchamp's still enigmatic and challenging work). One 

of the truly enjoyable aspects of viewing Kleitsch's photographs is realizing how good 

the random incidents read as avant garde works of art. By documenting the random 

and unplanned, Kleitsch's images tend to hold up very well (almost too well) within 

the venerated modernist school of the unstudied touch or the unselfconscious 

gesture. If anything, these images make one realize that the cultivation of the 

fortuitous accident is a very different thing indeed from the real thing. The seemingly 

casual arrangement of decidedly unprecious materials found in the contemporary 
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practice of Richard Tuttle is a case in point, as are the installations of dispersed and 

thrown objects by Barry Le Va. Compared with the incidents recorded by Kleitsch, 

many post-Minimalist artworks seem distinctly stylized. No matter how accomplished 

its illusion of chance, the self-consciously artistic act always carries a trace of its 

premeditation. Taken to extremes, such investigations pose the question of the very 

possibility of the truly accidental or spontaneous within the realms of art. 

 

Another truly enjoyable aspect of Kleitsch's photography is the way it engages 

aesthetic arguments with much ease and little fuss. Kleitsch's visual jokes are non-stop 

and self-evident. Attempts to explain the humor risk ruining all the fun. The best 

jokes are carefully orchestrated to produce a sense of the spontaneous both in their 

delivery and their response. Kleitsch skillfully manipulates the conceptual turns to his 

own advantage—delivering the punch lines with subtlety and finesse. Kleitsch's 

photographs often key viewers in on the meta-consciousness of his photographic 

practice. Once an art handler at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, Kleitsch 

gained permission to take pictures while the retrospective of the contemporary 

German painter Gerhard Richter was being mounted. Masterfully using the 

traditional medium of oil on canvas, Richter's paintings strategically explore the visual 

effects of photographic blurring. Taking unfocussed snapshots of already blurred 

images, Kleitsch exults in trumping Richter at his own game. In a related visual pun, 

Kleitsch photographs Richter's painting while still wrapped for shipment in dull 

plastic, rendering it impossible to fully determine whether the plastic wrapping or the 

painted surface is the cause of the blurred effect. 

 

Kleitsch addresses this entire question of blurring with a clear understanding of the 

politics of representation, and specifically the politics of photographic representation. 

Usually, cameras would not be allowed in the museum's galleries. At one time, this 

prohibition was due to the deteriorating effects of the photographic flash or dangers 

of handling unwieldy photographic equipment. Increasingly, such restrictions are 

determined by the legal efforts to protect the commercial reproduction rights 

associated with works of art. Through his work, Kleitsch poses the question of how 

out-of-focus a photo must be before it is no longer considered a reproduction of the 

artwork it documents. When does the image stop being a blurry Richter and start 

being a blurry Kleitsch? In the age of reproduction and its appropriation, such issues 

plague the artistic practices that make use of preexisting imagery. 

 

— K.E.W. 
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Ruth Leonard 
Painter from Cairo. 

Selected by Jake Berthot of Accord. 

 

 

Over recent years, Ruth Leonard's painting has tended toward either still life or 

landscape—but her working method has resulted in much borrowing and exchange 

between these two modes of painting. The artist's work in still life, for example, 

displays an extended horizontal format that is traditionally reserved for the panoramic 

sweep of a landscape composition. In turn, the rigorous ordering of plant life found in 

her large-scale landscapes takes on the appearance of a still life arrangement. The 

artist's most recent body of more intimately-scaled work is a mysterious and 

unsettling hybrid of these traditional genres, creating a visionary art that eludes 

classification as either one or the other. Leonard paints with great concentration, 

often taking months or even years to complete a canvas. Within her studio, several 

paintings are usually in progress. This allows her to break away from one theme to 

work on another that had temporarily been set aside. The ability to move between 

subjects relieves some of the tedium involved in completing detailed compositions. 

However, this process also allows experimentation on one canvas to inform the 

direction of another. 

 

In Leonard's past work, accumulation might be considered the thread that links the 

artist's incursions into both landscape and still life painting. The still lifes—only one 

or two feet high but up to eight or even ten feet wide—depict a vast array of objects 

placed neatly across the entire length of the canvas surface. In one work, carefully 

organized piles of spices or seeds or nuts or fruits—many collected from the Spanish 

bodega near her former studio space in New York City—are pictured in a palette of 

browns and ochres and reds. In another canvas, a conglomeration of rusty and aged 

household objects—seemingly pulled from the basement of a long-abandoned house 

or scavenged from the leftovers at a particularly meager garage sale—are lined up to 

be painted in somber shades of brown, black and gray. As in most of Leonard's work, 

there is a distinct effort to record and make note of the unremarkable, the discarded, 

the deteriorating, the abandoned. Taking an up-close and very high point of view in 

her landscapes, Leonard fills a large rectangular canvas with a dense variety of 

low-lying vegetation, recording an overwhelming assortment of botanical species in 

these wild gardenscapes. Each plant is carefully rendered in rich hues of bluish-green 

or greenish-brown, conveying on overall sense of copious abundance and lush 

plenitude. 
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Though more modestly scaled, Leonard's current body of work mixes the genres of 

still life and landscape to surprising effect. The artist's newest canvases are populated 

with modest ceramic figurines (soap dish doves and salt-and-pepper hippos) 

apparently culled from local roadside junk shops. Displaying a marked tendency 

toward the objectionably crass and blatantly kitsch, these items are pictured amidst 

small mounds of foliage, sticks, and earth called tussocks. These muddy piles form 

naturally in marshy forests and boggy wetlands. Though any clump of forest debris 

(leaves, twigs, hair, feathers, and the like) can constitute a tussock, they usually form 

around densely packed outgrowths of grass or sedge. A little-noticed aspect of the 

natural world, tussocks make for strange artistic models, though not inconsistent ones 

for Leonard. Easily overlooked, these unobtrusive natural phenomena represent the 

opposite of spectacle, belonging to the unpretentious, peripheral and understated. As 

such, they capture Leonard's attention and inspire her art making—nothings and 

nonentities are rescued from oblivion by the artist via her painstaking portrayal of 

them on canvas. 

 

Leonard's juxtapositions of naturally forming tussocks and manmade chotchkas have 

a distinctly dream-like quality. Nestled amidst the muddy mounds of forest debris, the 

mundane ceramic figures take on a fantasy existence of their own. The soap-dish 

swans seem to preen themselves under embankments of luxuriant greenery or to glide 

across still ponds between islands of dense foliage. The animated quality of these 

painted vignettes is heightened by a color scheme grown rich and varied. In some 

pictures, a single intense hue dominates. Other works display the entire spectrum— 

pinks, blues, greens, yellows, and oranges almost garishly intermingle and collide. 

 

This microcosm of modest plant life and small animal figurines is represented at close 

to actual size. However these miniature vignettes take on the illusion of expansive 

landscapes inundated with exotic flora and wild fauna. Leonard's is a peculiarly 

challenging and demanding art. The schmaltzy cuteness of her imagery comes 

precociously close to vacuous greeting-card illustration. Mixing elements from 

woodsy back lots and dusty storage bins, Leonard consistently courts bad taste. Yet 

her newest paintings win one over, and this is partly due to the extreme deftness of 

her paint handling. One can get lost in the pure luxuriousness of a canvas surface so 

obviously crafted with care and patience, so slowly and surely built up to a waxy luster. 

Perhaps it is the sheer intensity of this process that provokes one to look again at the 

resoundingly trivial. 

 

However, what is best in Leonard's art cannot be completely redeemed or ameliorated 

by painterly skill. It is what it is—and demands to be confronted with all its gauche 

sensibilities intact. Reveling in saccharin sentimentality and wallowing in tasteless 
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vulgarity, these paintings possess a spunky tenaciousness and bold irreverence that 

sparks a viewer's curiosity and uncertainty—curiosity as to what generates such a 

strange and unsettling vision and uncertainty as to whether it is altogether serious or 

of import. In one work, a dusty faux-cut-crystal goblet is filled with broken sticks and 

saw blades. The work's overall fleshy-pink background is enlivened by a fading 

pattern of leafy branches. In the drawing for the painting, an exuberant bouquet 

emerged from the glass vase, but the final painted composition arrives at a more 

unexpected and disturbing tableau, a more humble and ascetic resolution. Leonard's 

painting was not always so enigmatic. While her prior work was far more descriptive 

in its realism and documentary in its reportage, Leonard's paintings now exult in their 

own private reverie. 

 

— K.E.W. 
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Jonah Meyer 
Sculptor and painter from Kingston.  

Selected by Martin Puryear of Accord. 

 

 

Upon first entering Jonah Meyer's industrial-scale studio, one is dazed by the 

accumulation of huge logs and massive planks that litter the floor, lean against the 

walls, and hang from the ceiling. When asked where he acquires all this wood, the 

artist replies that a tree surgeon generously supplies him with local varieties of timber. 

It is somewhat reassuring that the remains of such beautiful natural specimens have 

not been wasted—comforting to realize that most of the huge blocks and heavy slices 

from aged trees, one piled atop another, have been rescued from being ground into 

wood chips. There is a political correctness to this artist's studio being an aggrandized 

recycling plant. 

 

As one ponders how such heavy masses of wood are moved and handled, Meyer 

comments that he does much of his work outdoors. Many of his sculptures are too 

massive to execute in even the largest of interior loft spaces. The artist confesses that 

when the weather is good, he can't resist the urge to work in the open air. He shares a 

photo of one of his sculptures recently installed on the property of a friend. The image 

shows Meyer standing beside a twenty-foot high monolith made up of four or five 

massive blocks of wood. The piece is well sited, with wooded mountains providing a 

suitable backdrop to the weathered logs. In a tangible and direct sense, Meyer's work 

is very much at home in such a setting; its materials come from and are a part of this 

natural landscape. 

 

When asked how he manages to carve on such a scale, Meyer sheepishly replies that 

he has a monster chainsaw. This admission links him to a particularly modern folk 

tradition—Meyer's monumental constructions as his own version of the chainsaw 

bear. There are, of course, other local precedents for Meyer's large-scale 

transformations—the Woodstock sculptor Raoul Hague being one prominent 

forerunner that the artist invokes with admiration and respect. For the most part, 

however, Meyer shuns the smoothly finished, finely rubbed surfaces of Hague's 

modernist sculptures. Instead, he chooses to cultivate bulkier forms and rougher 

surfaces. Hacked at, gouged out and carved into, Meyer's objects possess a brutal 

casualness and violent edginess that is foreign to Hague's more sensuous forms and 

more refined finishes. 
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The sheer number of objects and great variety of projects evident in Meyer's studio is 

overwhelming. Hanging from the walls, there are large undulating sheets of 

perforated woods joined together to form irregular lacy screens or craggy tapestries. 

There are spiraling wooden columns of differing heights and widths scattered 

randomly throughout the space. There are thickly hewn boards with arcing designs 

gouged into their surface. There are irregular blocks of wood—roughly spherical or 

conical or cubic—linked together on iron cables and hung from the rafters as if mere 

beads strung on a cord. 

 

Meyer's earlier works do not exhibit such strong tendencies toward coarse texture and 

blunt shapes. Evidence of a more highly finished sculpture as well as very finely 

crafted furniture remains strewn around his studio—objects made of intricately 

joined, meticulously stained, and carefully polished woods. Much of the artist's 

income is from carpentry jobs and furniture commissions that display the all the skill 

and knowledge of an experienced woodworker. It could be that Meyer developed a 

crude approach and raw style in his artwork to escape the exacting measures and 

precise demands of fine carpentry. Whether or not this is the case, the increasing 

simplicity of the artist's forms and the emerging roughness of his finishes are 

fortuitous developments. 

 

Words used to describe Meyer's work—"rough, monolithic, brutal'—suggest the 

suspect role of the heroic male artist battling the material properties of his medium. 

The primitivist tone and aboriginal quality of much of Meyer's art—most noticeable 

in the diagrammatic patterning and repetitive markings that decorate several works— 

also raise questions about the uncritical use of modernist tropes. The appropriation of 

native styles—so characteristic of early twentieth-century avant garde artists—has 

today been reexamined for its associations with colonial oppression and cultural 

exploitation. Such queries are not inappropriate, for Meyer is neither unschooled nor 

unsophisticated in his art making. As a graduate of the Rhode Island School of 

Design, he is no outsider to critical reassessments of modernist practices. Tempering 

such critical evaluations of Meyer's sculpture is a comic strain, a humorous note 

implicit throughout the oeuvre but particularly evident in the artist's recent 

productions. 

 

Despite the fact that sculptural objects and three-dimensional forms have been 

Meyer's focus for years, his academic study concentrated almost exclusively on 

painting. This accounts for his confidence in handling paint and proficiency of 

composition that is clearly evident in a series of recently completed oils on canvas. 

Meyer considers this return to painting somewhat a matter of fate. His Kingston 

studio is next door to R&F Handmade Paints, a manufacturer and retailer of an array 
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of the highest quality encaustics and pigment sticks. According to Meyer, easy access 

to the company's highly saturated oil colors made the temptations of paint impossible 

to ignore. In his new canvases, the artist explores many of the same calligraphic marks 

and diagrammatic shapes that appear in his most recent body of sculpture. The 

paintings take on a sculptural scale and solidity, while the sculptures adopt a painterly 

silhouette and design. 

 

When compared with past work, Meyer's latest sculptural objects are relatively small 

in scale. The artist refers to them as maquettes—or preliminary studies for future 

objects of much larger overall dimensions. He does not execute models for sculptures 

or sketches for paintings in the traditional sense of creating miniature versions of a 

composition that are later super-sized. Producing manageable objects and ink 

drawings, however, allows the exploration of new formal ideas and directions. 

Though of modest scale, these newest sculptures retain the weightiness and solidity 

that distinguishes the artist's more massive creations. Most striking, however, is a 

renewed interest in the playful possibility of line and shape reminiscent of the edgy 

graphic style of comic illustration. With their "rabbit ears" and "beaked noses" 

Meyer's latest sculpture subtly embraces popular culture, though the references are 

carefully calibrated to maintain an informed and critical edge. It is the more 

underground and less mainstream, the more politicized and less commercial, the more 

subversive and less co-opted versions of cartoon graphics that Meyer abstracts within 

his objects. In this sense, Meyer's cumbersome figurative elements are more akin to 

George Herriman's Krazy Kat than Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse. The operative art 

historical source is, no doubt, the later woks of Phillip Guston—another artist who 

once lived and worked in the Hudson Valley region. With easy charm and skilled 

maneuvering, the painting and sculpture of Jonah Meyer succeeds in negotiating the 

alternatives that challenge contemporary art making. 

 

— K.E.W. 
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Laura Gail Tyler 
Photographer from Tivoli. 

Selected by Judy Pfaff of Kingston. 

 

 

Laura Gail Tyler produces most—though not all—of her photographs in 

black-and-white format, giving the work a more traditional cast. To some extent a 

preference for the past conventions reverberates throughout the photographic 

methods and processes Tyler pursues. In Tyler's hands, however, these antiquated 

tendencies do not also imply a conservative slant. Tyler's predilection for the 

black-and-white image announces her photographic practice as "art"—in the same 

way that black-and-white cinema projects today constitute "films" rather than 

"movies." She relishes the primitive and unfancy character of antiquated 

photographic techniques. Tampering with the imprint on the photographic negative 

is not allowed, meaning that there is little if any cropping and absolutely no digital 

manipulation of her images. In today's lingo, there is no "Photoshop-ing" going on. 

 

Tyler prints her photographs the old-fashioned way—and, in the darkroom, she is a 

meticulous technician. Having established a 30 x 40 inch format for exhibiting her 

work, Tyler is reluctant to show any print that does not meet her own extremely 

exacting standards. She insists on Fine gradations of focus and shading that are all but 

imperceptible to the untrained eye. Going over her portfolio, Tyler is prone to dismiss 

one print in favor of another for reasons that remain undetectable to all but the most 

discerning connoisseur. She will point out that a vacant background area is not as 

consistently shaded as she prefers or, more to the point, as she demands. These are 

minute requirements that Tyler alone places upon her art—a fineness of texture and 

intricacy of detail that are the hallmark of her black-and-white prints. In an age when 

most fine prints are ordered from the photo lab, Tyler conscientiously assumes the 

time-honored role of the master photographic printer. She stubbornly labors over the 

exposure of photosensitized paper pursuing a level of production geared not to meet 

standards, but to raise them. Tyler adopts the role of the cultural archaeologist, 

maintaining and advancing an endangered art so as not to be witness to its total 

disappearance. 

 

For Tyler, the formation of the negative—the exposure of the film within the 

camera—is also a distinctly low-tech operation. Many of her most seductive images 

are produced with a pinhole camera—the simplest and most pared down of 

photo-producing devices in which light reaches the film through an aperture 

unencumbered by lenses. The images produced lack the focus, detail, depth, and 
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definition of photographs produced using cameras with lenses. In conversation, 

however, Tyler is quick to point out the subtle results achieved through the use of 

such a rudimentary device. The image is clearly recognizable by the "vignetting" or 

soft framing effect that encircles the picture and gives it the feel of a vintage 

photograph. This and other effects might be imitated, but never reproduced, using 

more "advanced" equipment. As if to demonstrate this point, Tyler repeated many of 

the same compositions using an 8 x 10 inch camera fitted with a 4 x 5 inch lens. The 

smaller format lens on the larger format camera also causes the edges and corners of 

the photograph to fade away, though the overall effect is not as pronounced or 

complete as that achieved by using the humble pinhole camera. Significantly, a camera 

lens increases the sharpness and resolution of the photographic image—an effect that 

Tyler questions as much as she appreciates. The greater focus results in a different, 

but not necessarily better or worse, image. Tyler's photographs invite such 

comparisons, thereby calling into question the effects of slightly altering the means of 

producing or processing photographs. Even the most rudimentary change in 

technology works to determine and shape the photographic image and, in turn, 

influence and shape understanding of the visual world. 

 

These technical and mechanical concerns are somewhat peripheral to one of the most 

persuasive aspects of Tyler's photography—her penchant for building and creating 

the structures she photographs. As an artist, Tyler is certainly not alone in this line of 

pursuit. There is an entire school of contemporary photographers that construct the 

environments they shoot. In recent years, the works of James Casebere exemplify one 

of the more compelling and successful practices in this vein. Entire exhibitions have 

been devoted to exploring the prevalence of the "made to be photographed' image, 

and many other advocates of such fabrications could be named. At a very basic level, 

this method of working tests the "matter-of-factness" of the photographic medium. 

Regardless of how familiar one becomes with the many ways that photographs can be 

faked, taking pictures of a fictional stage set places at risk the common sense tendency 

to see a photograph as providing documentary proof and factual assurance. No 

matter how often the history of mechanical reproduction reiterates the many ways 

that photographic images can be manipulated, there remains a stubborn popular 

conviction that the camera captures the real and reveals the truth. 

 

Tyler's images have the look of crude special effects produced by the early film 

studios. However, in Tyler's hands, the special effect is purposefully whittled down to 

its lowest common denominator. A small house created from panes of glass and set 

atop a snowdrift takes on the appearance of a cabin on the prairie or a shack in the 

dust bowl. Medieval fortifications are built of sand, suspension bridges are 

constructed of sugar cubes, and churning waters are devised from wisps of cotton 
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candy. These constructions often take advantage of wordplay and cliché, referencing 

old adages about those who live in glass houses or succumb to sugarcoated visions. 

While such visual puns are a part of Tyler's art, the works could never be dismissed as 

one-liners. The illusions created are either too convincing or too transparent (or both 

at the same time) to be passed over without serious study. 

 

Bridges became one of Tyler's most consistently explored subjects. She made sugar 

cube mockups of tower bridges and suspension bridges and trestle bridges, 

photographing them all to dramatic effect. As if to test her own proficiency at model 

making, she also took images of actual bridges such as the Kingston-Rhinecliff Bridge 

across the Hudson River or the Buzzards Bay Railroad Bridge traversing the Cape 

Cod Canal. Direct comparisons between these images are telling since, within Tyler's 

art, the fictional and real versions seem to merge and become almost indistinguishable 

—possibly an allegory alluding to the construction of all realities (or, in turn, the 

reality of all constructions). 

 

The materials Tyler uses to build her models are almost always fragile and transitory. 

Sand, paper, sugar, and soap are all innately unstable materials prone to shift or burn, 

dissolve or melt, or simply wear out amid the forces of time and nature. Temporality 

has become an increasingly strong undercurrent within Tyler's photography—and a 

theme particularly visible in the works selected for exhibition: a paper fortress is set 

aflame; a sandcastle is washed away; a boat carved from a bar of Ivory Soap slowly 

dissolves in the pond where it is set afloat. This aura of fleeting time and impending 

doom is heightened by a sense of isolation in the imagery. As Tyler explores an ever 

expanding array of materials and an increasing number of themes, a quality of 

desolation coalesces within the scenes. Although shooting at very close range to the 

miniature worlds that she creates, Tyler manages to produce images that convey vast 

spaces and deep vistas. People are notably absent from the artist's imagery by virtue of 

this powerful illusion of great distance. Again, an allegorical mode is at work, but this 

time it carries an emotional charge. Always too far away to make contact with any 

inhabitant of Tyler's environments, the images become emblematic of the alienating 

effects of the photographic medium itself, symbolic of the mediating force of all 

forms of representation. All photographs provide only an image for the thing they 

represent, just as Tyler's stage sets provide only models of the things they portray. The 

effects of both physical detachment and psychological isolation are thereby 

compounded by the double substitution (the twofold simulation) that takes place 

within these disarmingly haunting images. 

 

— K.E.W. 
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Works in the Exhibition 

 

 

Gene Benson 

 

1. Blue Pool, 1994-98 

Oil on canvas, 24 x 30 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

2. Black Ocean, 1996 

Oil on canvas, 18 1/4 x 24 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

3. Marine Painting No. 1, 1996 

Oil on canvas, 4 5/8 x 6 5/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

4. Marine Painting No. 2, 1996 

Oil on canvas, 6 3/8 x 11 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

5. Marine Painting No. 3, 1997 

Oil on linen, 10 3/4 x 15 7/8 inches 

Collection of Victoria Cheah 

 

6. New Mexican Desert, 1997 

Oil on linen, 17 x 23 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

7. Catskill Mountains, 2002 

Oil on canvas, 10 x 18 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

8. Autumn Landscape, 2003 

Oil on canvas, 20 x 30 inches 

Collection of the artist 
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Ralph Fleming 

 

9. Untitled, 2001 

Acid free billboard paper, 30 3/4 x 19 1/4 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

10. Cast Spell, 2002 

Acid free billboard paper, 22 1/2 x 22 1/2 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

11. Thoughts, 2002 

Acid free billboard paper. 22 1 2 x 22 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

12. Untitled, 2002 

Acid free billboard paper, 22 x 15 inches  

Collection of the artist 

 

13. R.E.A.D.U.P., 2003 

Acid free billboard paper, 30 x 23 1/2 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

14. Humidity, 2003 

Acid free billboard paper, 22 1/2 x 15 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

15. Untitled, 2003 

Acid free billboard paper, 19 1/2 x 20 ½ inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

16. Untitled, 2003 

Acid free billboard paper, 22 1/2 x 30 1/4 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

17. Untitled, 2003 

Acid free billboard paper, 25 x 30 1/2 inches 

Collection of the artist 
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Chad Kleitsch 

 

18. Untitled #1, 2002 

Digital C-print, 30 x 40 inches 

Collection of the artist; Courtesy of Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New York 

 

19. Untitled #5, 2002 

Digital C-print, 30 x 40 inches 

Collection of the artist; Courtesy of Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New York 

 

20. Untitled #7, 2002 

Digital C-print, 30 x 40 inches 

Collection of the artist; Courtesy of Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New York 

 

21. Untitled #22, 2002 

Digital C-print, 30 x 40 inches 

Collection of the artist; Courtesy of Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New York 

 

22. Untitled #24, 2002 

Digital C-print, 30 x 40 inches 

Collection of the artist; Courtesy of Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New York 

 

23. Untitled #28, 2002 

Digital C-print, 30 x 40 inches 

Collection of the artist; Courtesy of Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New York 

 

24. Untitled =42, 2002 

Digital C-print, 30 x 40 inches 

Collection of the artist; Courtesy of Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New York 

 

25. Untitled #48, 2002 

Digital C-print, 30 x 40 inches 

Collection of the artist; Courtesy of Ariel Meyerowitz Gallery, New York 
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Ruth Leonard 

 

26. Vessels, 2001 

Oil on canvas, 20 x 26 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

27. China Swan, 2001 

Oil on linen, 36 x 54 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

28. Tussock / Little Chick, 2000 

Oil on linen, 21 x 27 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

29. Sticks and Stones, 1999  

Oil on canvas, 32 x 18 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

30. Green Swan, 2002 

Oil on canvas, 31 x 30 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

31. Stone Birds, 2003 

Oil on canvas, 24 x 32 inches 

Collection of the artist 
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Jonah Meyer 

 

32. Albiqui, 2003 

Oil on canvas, 96 x 72 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

33. Crazy Nell's, 2003 

Oil on canvas, 96 x 72 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

34. Double Dutch, 2003 

Oil on canvas, 96 x 72 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

35. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood with graphite, 11 1/4 x 11 inches  

Collection of the artist 

 

36. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood, 15 x 16 1/4 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

37. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood and copper, 16 3/4 x 13 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

38. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood and tin, 27 1/4 x 10 3/4 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

39. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood and copper, 24 3/8 x 10 5/8inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

40. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood, 20 5/8 x 7 1/2 inches 

Collection of the artist 
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41. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood, 19 1/2 x 13 1/2 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

42. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood, 21 5/8 x 8 5/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

43. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood, 18 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches  

Collection of the artist 

 

44. Untitled, 2003 

Wood and metal, 21 3/4 x 10 7/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

45. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood, 17 7/8 x 11 3 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

46. Untitled, 2003 

Painted wood, 17 7/8 x 11 3/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 
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Laura Gail Tyler 

 

47. Untitled, 2000 

Gelatin silver print, 22 1/2 x 28 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

48. Untitled, 2001 

Gelatin silver print, 22 1/2 x 28 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

49. Untitled, 2001 

Gelatin silver print, 22 1/2 x 28 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

50. Untitled, 2001 

Gelatin silver print, 22 1/2 x 28 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

51. Untitled, 2001 

Gelatin silver print, 22 1/2 x 28 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

52. Untitled, 2001 

Gelatin silver print, 22 1/2 x 28 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 

 

53. Untitled, 2003 

Gelatin silver print, 22 1/2 x 28 1/8 inches 

Collection of the artist 
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Many thanks to the participating artists and the distinguished artists who selected 

them for this exhibition—this project could not have been accomplished without 

their generosity of time and effort. 

 

This exhibition was organized by Dr. Karl Emil Willers, Curator at the Samuel Dorsky 

Museum of Art at SUNY New Paltz. The museum's entire staff contributed 

significantly to the realization of this project: Neil Trager, Museum Director; Wayne 

Lempka, Assistant to the Director and Collections Manager; Beth Hill, Education 

Specialist; Cynthia Dill, Preparator; and Bebhinn Dungan, Coordinator of Visitor 

Services. 
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